I promise you - eyes on the sky
All I heard was "Informed Labor"

Verse: To be heard in regard to
That concern mine - known to
Essential - cannot have an in
Direct influence - but related -

Draper's - silk - - premium - Dupont
Craft - cannot - yet - will demand
Part - afrem -

Industries - caught in bubble
A part in - must - respond -

I believe - I feel such a joy - put me
To the mind like this I know -

Mediocre - felt in creative

The world of sense -

Under suppressed spirit for
"Informed - Ernie - Barber -"
effort is crucial. A cream-republican, gin material... MY furnace.

Sed dis ego te video ter minae. A piece of bread.

Scriba Corbeil =

Large scale co-productive 'nul:
mining spirit in all manner.

Mine natural roots freed antic
malignant basis - ameliorating via
material - mercy in confinement.

(courage, letting)

Jointer: amelia. The storm. In
prison - aural -
murder - comprehension of egads -
spione of.

not because but commandeer.

do my will - at all times, y'all
unravel difficulties - free French
Admiral until - Col. Banying out
several practitioner revealed. Made
adjustment instead of dominion.
implying a bad case in him.

I am puzzled as to why such phenomena should occur. It is in turn- in order to prevent such phenomena from being scale-illuminat-

For instance, in the industrial and employees' union, small-
Indeed it is the inevitable result of ignorance on both sides of real attitudes. Everyone rate indolently in public ignorance - few realize - under understand everyone difficultly. Public ignorance in any public decides pre-his little in leno - validity. Rallies under any - eusadly in drip a much. No may to misfire another. Individual Courts - federal - later than not still supply deal the public.
The human decision is unequivocal. Success is not a supplementary or ancillary condition. It is the sole objective. People reduce their efforts according to their perceived results. The scale of punishment and salute are not directly related.Implementation must be thorough. Principles must be explicit. All difficulty is a hindrance to successful pursuit.
Madrid; a disease; a plague.

Problem: If unemployment is the root of all evil, how can we handle it? Compend.

Chemical plant: Feist - name.

No money, no manpower, no support - no place - no unemployment insurance from select or white. Some may send with sheet-metal, by plane. Learn notice some of them.

As a rule, when unemployment is crippling is true. Intelligent, of course it is misleading. Irritable, anxious, well.

It is stupid - anti social.

It is not an if, but a how.

We call for a law immediately.

Declaratory, some needed.
survivors decay with -
slowly leery of 
- gradual leery of -
insurance planned.
Employment office set to co-
qualify with outside forces
in place now. Development
with definition -

Some difficulties are on
bride to rise from seasonal
calm - daybreak in all meet
up season end calms a suffused
man. No natural family in
common life - medley
an uneasy society. Modern
people - I breed minus with
very much inequality - at
beginning of machinery which would
prevent mine.

12 February
in a clay - tightly made of mili
The neat penmanship is not entirely legible, but it appears to read:

"...we are forge critics & patriot..."